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Aurora Trading System 
 

3 Timeframes 2 Indicators 3 Entries 
3-min, 5-min 10-min PBA, CXA PB3, PB35, PB13 

 

PB3 
Use 3m PBA signal to catch movement  

with or against the trend 
 

PB35 
Use aligned 3m PBA and 5m CXA signals to  

catch an early entry into trend shift 

Entry 
Enter on a 3m PBA signal when there is no conflict on 
the 5m CXA 
No opposite color CXA on 5 minute 
 
Enter at the open of the bar   
Valid within the first 0-3 seconds of a new price bar 

 

Entry 
Enter when 3m PBA and 5m CXA signals are 
first aligned   
Bars are the same color 
 
Enter on the open of a 3m or 5m bar 
Valid within the first 0-3 seconds of a new price bar 

 
Parameters 

Default stop of 20 points off open of bar or use 5m 
fractal for a stop if less than 20 points 
 
Default profit target of 10 points off the open of the bar 

 

Parameters 
Default stop of 20 points off open of bar or use 5m 
fractal for a stop if less than 20 points 
 
Default profit target of 10 points off the open of the bar 

 
 

Management Strategy & Tips 
Exit (parameters based on bar open) 

– 10 point profit target hit 
– 20 point stop (or fractal) hit 
– Reversal (opposite PB3) 

If opposite PB3 comes on at bar open (0-3 sec), reverse 
the trade 
If opposite PB3 comes on mid bar, prints but the next 
bar opens blank, hold trade 

 
 
 

If profit gets to 9 points, consider inserting a 5 point 
profit stop 
 
If the previous 3m bar is 50 points or more, consider 
skipping the PB3 
 
Wait for a break in the 3m PBA signal before entering 
another catch trade in the same direction 

 

Management Strategy & Tips 
Exit (parameters based on bar open) 

– 10 point profit target hit   
– 20 point stop (or fractal) hit 
– Opposite 3m CXA, at the open of the bar, (close 

the trade) 
– Blank 3m PBA and blank 5m CXA, (close the 

trade) 
– Opposite PB3 or PB35 (reverse) 

If opposite PB3 comes on mid bar, prints but the next 
bar opens blank, hold trade. 

 

If profit gets to 9 points, consider inserting a 5 point 
profit stop 
 
If 3m PBA stops printing but 5m CXA is still present, 
hold the trade 
 
If the previous 3m bar is 50 points or more, consider 
skipping the PB35 
 
Wait for a break in the 3m PBA signal before entering 
another catch trade in the same direction 
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3-min, 5-min 10-min PBA, CXA PB3, PB35, PB13 

 

PB13 
Use a confirming set of 3m and 10m PBA signals to trade trending patterns 

 
Entry Type 1 (First Presentation of a new trend) 

Enter when 3m PBA and 10m PBA signals are aligned   
 
When 10m PBA comes on at the open of the 10m bar, 
wait for confirmation from the 3m chart 
(Enter on the next 3m bar if the signals are aligned) 
 
When 10m PBA comes on mid-bar, enter with next 3m 
or 10m bar, whichever is first 

Entry Type 2 (Enter an existing trend) 
Enter when 3m PBA and 10m PBA signals are aligned   
 
When 10m PBA comes on at the open of the 10m bar 
and is NOT the first presentation of a new trend, enter 
on that 10m bar 
 
When 10m PBA comes on mid-bar, enter with next 3m 
or 10m bar, whichever is first 

 
Parameters (for both entries) 

Default stop of 30 points or use 5m fractal for a stop if less than 30 points 
 
Default profit target of 50 points off the open of the bar 

 
Management Strategy & Tips 

Exit (parameters based on bar open) 
– 50 point profit target hit  
– 30 point stop (or fractal) hit 
– 10m PBA stopped (close the trade) 

If 10m PBA shows “signal stopped” alert mid-bar and next 3m bar no 
longer has trend alignment, consider adjusting your stop to lock in 
profit or reduce possible risk. Close if next 10m bar is blank. 

– Opposite PB35 or PB13 (reverse) 
Do not close the trend trade for an opposite PB3 

  
For entry type 1, once profit has reached 20 points, adjust your stop to 
the high/low of the previous 5m bar (5m rule) 
 
For entry type 2 (re-entry) continue to use 5m rule if no break on 10m PBA 
 
When there is an impulse move, consider locking in profits 
Example of impulse move is 40 points on a single bar, consider locking in some 
discretionary profit 
 
If the previous 3m bar is 50 points or more, consider skipping the PB13 
 
If 3m and 5m PBA time frame are no longer aligned with the 10m 
trend, consider reducing your risk  
 


